More information has been finally added on Abraxas. Soon, Valefor’s Information will be posted as well.

Everyone must read these pages, as they will give you necessary knowledge. This is the best page that has been written on Abraxas and his Gnostic followers.

**ABRAXAS: HIERATIC INFORMATION**

[https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... SAXHC.html](https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... SAXHC.html)

**The Followers of Abraxas: The Gnostic Students & Satanic Origins**

[https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... STICS.html](https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... STICS.html)

**ABRAXAS: DEMON INDEX UPDATED:**

[https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... index.html](https://satanisgod.org/www.angelfire.co ... index.html)

“Abraxas or Abrasax respectively is very powerful, friendly and is a most mystical Demon. He is very friendly and has showed many times his love and care for Dedicated Satanists who follow Him. Abraxas appears in form as a medium built most beautiful man, sometimes holding a scepter, wearing a tunic, with medium sized black hair with golden undertones that appear almost as golden hair and a white skin. His mysteries related to the foundation of the universe itself. In every Ancient tradition, he was worshiped and his Name was considered a knowledge that was only revealed to initiates, as part of a top secret initiation based knowledge. The secret behind his name ABRASAX is one of the great mysteries.”

**GROUP RITUAL FOR ABRASAX:**

[viewtopic.php?f=24&t=76092](viewtopic.php?f=24&t=76092)
Handwritten Commentary:

Reply from HP Hooded Cobra:

Karnonnos wrote:
HP I must say this is excellent work, especially in shedding more light on the history of the cults of knowledge and those cursed xians. For his practitioners to be called 'worse than pagan' they must've pissed the enemy off BIG TIME. As a patron of Astrologers I find Lord Abraxas very intriguing.

I also have to ask, do you believe there is any truth to Abraxas worship being linked to some of the crusaders? A former clergy member mentioned this but I never knew if it was valid or not.

Thank you for the kind words. This task has been very difficult simply because the enemy just removes everything and deletes all information.

To find any information that is real about some subjects is impossible. The internet has covered a lot of real information in a sea of misinformation.

Then, we have academia which never dares to cross the boundary of any thought, or when done, it's purposefully done to an extent where everything sounds insane or is a lie.

The situation with many groups like the Crusaders and ongoing organizations is that the history is so secretive and so covered in lies that one cannot really do anything but make a "well founded" theory or at least one close to the Truth.

What we know for a fact is that all the claimed "Christian" and "Deus Vult" organizations were always infiltrated top to bottom by Pagan and Satanic practitioners. Their practices have derived from this source as Xianity never really had any "mystery practices" that it has not entirely stolen from Pagans predating it.

The practices do not reveal all the xian origin claimed and oftentimes, are in opposition to all virtues of the enemy dogma. That's why they had to re-write the dogma decade after decade for thousands of years in Synods.

One is also plagued by the lack of actual sources who do not want to ad-nauseam promote the enemy paradigm on every subject. Generally useful information can be found by mostly historical revisionists, yet these books are not always exactly best sellers.
Many times, these books get published once and then are discarded, due to being "unpopular", ie, not ingested by the idiots who do not even take a moment to think things could be different.

Quite a few of the JoS donations have went over time to books and material like this, so that one thing could lead to the other. As one can see the Britannica cited there is actually from decades ago. Thankfully, it existed online. The most recent version doesn't even mention Platonism or anything like this on the Gnostic sects.

They are re-writing history every passing year even as things are right now.

There is also the case of major mistakes due to lack of awareness. Egyptology in this case is a mix of these mistakes from a scientific standpoint of view, but also the known conspiracy to cover-up things, often times not the intention of most researchers.

Reply from HP Hooded Cobra:

Shadowcat wrote:

It's weird because before I found Satanism I had somewhat of an interest in gnosticism but was turned off when I found a lot was corrupted with xtian filth.

"Gnosticism" is so perverted, lied about, totally misunderstood, and based on forgeries, that I would never even touch it or consider it anything. Most of it is just repackaged Judaism, with ideas being confused all over the place.

They just try to Paganize and internalize Xianity, because they want to still believe in, while disregarding it's all forbidden to do so and this never occurred in it's history and so on, so forth. Many jews love that nonsense.

More modern "Gnosticism" is just for confused Christians basically who just try to pretend the system of death they follow has "meaning" to it trying to engage into the "forbidden" arts of their "religion", such as internal analysis and so on based on bullshit.

Any parts that they project meaning upon simply being stolen from previous Pagan religions that they could follow without going into all of this lying process.

They just do this in order to try to fill the void of their religion having no spirituality, but them being bound into the lie cannot really move out of it, so they
make lies up. Christianity is such a lie that you can put anything on it, because it has no substance and no purpose other than to constantly deceive.

Gnosticism of the "past" ie centuries ago and more specifically in the first centuries of "Christianity", is just people who made up their own version of Christianity and tried to promote it, because clearly Christianity was a sham of the time and just based on a hoax. So people started making up whatever about a hoax that never happened.

The central church gathered this "whatever" and burned it all because they were angered that many people were not buying into the "Myth of Christ" as Pope Leo has summarized centuries later.

Classifying everything as "Gnosticism" has made things very confused in this field of study. Cases like the Naassenes or Basileides or other sects, have seldom to do with the nonsense supported from others.

And then a few hundred years of disinformation written on top of the already random cocktail of ideas and insanity, which has been in itself also translated by even more confused and retarded individuals.

I highly disliked to have to read endless books on the subject just to finally come to conclude to make the page of Abraxas and take small pieces of real knowledge from all of this nonsense to make a page about him.

Reply from HP Hooded Cobra:

Do not worry much about mistakes. You must meditate on the Sigil, that is the point. The explanation I gave was strictly on the alchemical symbols on the sigil itself. One is free to add more and try to seek to understand more. That is in fact the point of this, to make the beginning of thought to unfold in someone to look into what they can gather further.

The upper and lower Crescents wouldn't represent the male and female chakras, as this is the glyph of the Moon. But as you can see, these are looking at the opposing side. Therefore, we are talking about opposites.

Sigils are non verbal, meditate on it too.